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Esthetic Equipment
This multi-function unit is SUPERIOR QUALITY and is the most advanced system you will need. 
It allows the most perfect skin care modern technology can provide.

The 8 in 1 Function consists of a deluxe facial steamer with ozone and timer, 5 piece rotary 
brush unit, 3 piece glass vacuum, spray device - 2 bottles, woods lamp, high frequency 
with 4 electrodes, galvanic with roller and ball, and 5 diopter magnifying lamp.

This efficient and easy-to-care-for eight-function facial machine is a complete unit. Buy 
this complete facial machine and save several hundreds of dollars when compared to 
purchasing each piece separately. The multi-function facial machine also saves space as 
everything is centrally located on a single space-saving rolling platform with sturdy roller 
wheels. This allows you to switch easily from facial to other services by simply rolling the unit 
into a corner or out of the room completely. This complete unit comes with everything an 
esthetician will need to get started!

$1295 (shipping quote done by zip code)

Deluxe Bed with Hydraulic Lift. This facial bed has a 4 inch deep cushion and is 72 inches 
long, 24.5 inches wide and 25-30 inches in height. This bed has removable arms and can 
rotate like a hair styling chair. If you do not need the hydraulic lift and swivel then you may 
want to purchase a standard facial bed. The Hydraulic Facial Bed is more expensive and 
more expensive to ship. Permanent Makeup Artists like the fact that it swivels. Estheticians 
like to have the option of raising it or lowering it to save them from back pain. 

The dynamic load on this bed is 350 lbs 

$695  (shipping quote done by zip code)

This steamer has an adjustable arm, 30 minute timer, automatic shut-off, ozone setting 
and large glass beaker. The arm can move up and down and swivel side to side. Aroma 
Therapy Oil can be put on the cloth that is located on the steamer arm where the vapor 
comes out! Use distilled water. 

*Versatile arms that allow for clockwise, count clockwise, and up and down movement.  
*A built in timer  
*Shuts Off when water level is low  
*Ozone Switch 

Dimensions: Adjustable height: 36” to 41”   Base: 23” x 23”  
Steamer arm: 23”  
Overall height: 54”  
Weight: 26 lbs 
$250  (shipping quote done by zip code)

This facial bed is wide, sturdy and comfortable. It has a 4-5 inch deep cushion and is 70 
inches long, 22 inches wide and 25 inches in height. This bed comes with a removable 
headrest with hole for face and removable arms. This Facial Bed is excellent quality and 
is therefore more expensive than others on the internet. It is great for Waxing and Tattoo 
Studios.

$350  (shipping quote done by zip code)

This stylish hot cabinet will hold 24 Towels There is a UV light to keep your towels sanitized. 
This smaller cabinet is designed to fit in more restricted spaces.

$200  (shipping quote done by zip code)



This unit is meant to keep the wax warm and comfortable for use, for extended periods of 
time. Keep 2 different types of wax warm at the same time for personal selection. Holds 2 
14 oz. cans. There is an easy to use temperature control knob on the front of this unit.

$125 (shipping quote done by zip code)

A variety of carts are available including ones with one or two storage drawers.  This photo 
shows sturdy 3 shelf trolly measures 34 X 23.5 X 14 and comes on coasters. Please deduct 
one inch for inside shelf measurements. There is 10 inches of space between shelves. The 
bottom drawer is 3 inches deep and comes with a lock and key for storing your valuables!

Prices are variable but start at $125 (shipping quote done by zip code)

This lamp magnifies five times and will not harm the eyes. It comes on a stand with 4 castors 
for easy maneuvering. 

This lamp is also offered without a stand and has a C clamp to hold the lamp while 
attaching to a trolley or table top. Please make a note in the comments box if you would 
like to purchase the lamp without the stand.

$199 (shipping quote done by zip code)

Ultrasonic skin scrubbers utilize a process called cavitation to make water molecules rotate 
at a very rapid process, which assists in the breakdown of the stratum corneum layer.  They 
are a great benefit to enhance the microdermabrasion or chemical peel process when 
used both before and after the procedure (for product penetration afterwards).  Don’t be 
fooled by the less expensive scrubbers on the market.  They tend to break down quickly 
and don’t have the power at 25,000 cycles per second that our systems deliver.

$495

Grace Medical has manufactured the Light Touch microdermabrasion system for over a 
decade.  Featuring variation of price points dependent upon the power output.  All Light 
Touch microdermabrasion systems work with diamond crystals, crystal free, and organic 
polishing grains.  Lifetime warranty is offered on all systems purchased directly and startup 
supplies and training are inclusive in the purchase price

Prices start at $2995

Scope on a Rope interfaces with a PC or an IPad/IPhone for you 
and your client to visualize their skin.  Polarizing lens allows you 
to see the surface and below the surface, save and email the 
images to create a powerful marketing tool for your practice.  
Comes with 30X lens and can purchase additional lenses.

$500 for USB; $625 for wireless.

LED Photofacial Light therapy has been a critical part of skin care treatment over the 
past decade.  Since NASA published the first clinical study documenting an increase in 
cell turnover at one hundred times the normal rate, skin care professionals have seen the 
difference a single treatment can make.  Using a combination of red, infra-red and blue 
wavelengths to reduce inflammation post-exfoliation, and to increase cell turnover has 
been nothing short of remarkable with this technology.  The initial cost of LED lights were 
expensive, however, the induction of LED technology into a variety of applications has 
cut manufacturing costs down extensively.  Benefits can be seen in as little as 90 seconds.  
Hand held lights are also available for under $500 for a pair.

LED Panel with heavy duty base w/wheels $3000 (shipping costs determined by zip code)



Microcurrent technology is used in a series of treatments to stimulate the dermis and 
muscles of the face.  While lower end systems populate the marketplace with less than 
stellar results, the Contour Ultra uses multiple frequencies and multiple leads to lift the face 
and generate new cell stimulation for the increased production of ATP, collagen, elastin 
and fibroblasts.  Visible results are witnessed in a single treatment, however a series of 
treatments is needed for the best results.

Contour Ultra Microcurrent  $6500 (includes training)

Medilift face and body microcurrent treatments are the “mac-daddy” of treatments in the 
industry.  With twelve leads of hookup capability, users can hook up face and body at the 
same time with full automation of treatments.  This is the treatment that Hollywood uses to 
keep themselves looking good.  With four treatment modalities of current available, there 
is no match in technology available.  

MediLift $15,000 (training included)

Radio Frequency is the new gold standard in skin 
tightening and body contouring.  Using 6mHz of radio 
frequency energy delivered through a bipolar handpiece, 
this device produces the deep dermal heating necessary 
to create tissue changes in face and body.  The RC Power 
is affordable and easy to use.  On site training is provided 
with purchase, as well as marketing education to properly 
launch this incredible technology

RC Power Radio Frequency, $14,995

Jet Clear is the new generation of microdermabrasion.  Using high pressure saline as 
the delivery system, the Jet Clear system exfoliates with a pressure that approaches the 
speed of sound.  This high pressure treatment can completely remove stratum corneum 
while simultaneously cooling the skin.  This process leaves the client refreshed and the 
skin ready for product penetration.  The Jet also uses high pressure to infuse a variety of 
therapeutic serums.  To see the Jet Clear in action, log onto our web site.

$11,995 (shipping determined by zip code)

Stratapulse Broad Spectrum Light Systems are the most cost efficient system available 
in the market today.  Using multiple filters this system treats hair removal, vascular and 
pigmented lesions, skin rejuvenation, acne, and more.  The newest technology in light 
filtration allows the user to confidently treat up to type 5 fitzpatrick skin.  Chilled tip and 
large spot size are wonderful features on this system, as well as a beautiful touch screen 
LCD.  User interface is incredibly simple and cost of use is one of the lowest in the industry.  
Bulbs last up to 100,000 pulses and the power supply does not require any special setup.  
On site training is part of the purchase.  You won’t find a better system available for the 
price point that Stratapulse has.

Stratapulse Broad Spectrum Light

$21,500 (shipping determined by zip code)



Esthetic Equipment

Skin Scanner (UV light that client can see their face in woods lamp) .......................$650

Woods Lamp handheld ...................................................................................................$120

Single function High Frequency ......................................................................................$175

High Frequency/Galvanic Combo table top ...............................................................$250

Five Function table top ....................................................................................................$500

Professional Teeth Whitening unit ..................................................................................$1295

Hydraulic English Saddle Stool with back ......................................................................$125

Hydraulic Saddle Stool with back ...................................................................................$125

Manicure tables, chairs, accessories ............................................................................... call

Salon styling chairs ............................................................................................................. call

Salon dryers......................................................................................................................... call

Massage tables (many varieties of portable and Oakworks) ...................................... call

Pedicure Spas ..................................................................................................................... call
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